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Minutes KAH Executive Committee  
Tuesday 20 June 2017 1pm-4pm 

Ashford International Hotel  
 
Present:- 
Sally Lees - Chair  Homewood School & Sixth Form Centre 
Paul Luxmoore Coastal Academies Trust 
David Metcalfe  Capel-le-Ferne Primary 
Garry Ratcliffe Oakfield Primary & Temple Hill Primary  
Jane Partridge Northfleet Technology College 
Paul Danielsen Highworth Grammar School 
Alan Brookes Fulston Manor High School  
Emma Hickling KULB 
Bob Law The Goldwyn School 
Matthew Wright Wrotham  
Kate Wilson Consultant 
Pam Jones Ifield School/The Cedar Federation 
Patrick Leeson   Corporate Director, Children, Young People and Education 
Anton Francic  Head of School Improvement – KCC 
Sue Dunn  Head of Skills & Employability - KCC 
Tony Smith Consultant  
Alec Jessel Communications Partner - KCC 
Sharon Batchelor Business Support Officer - KCC 
 
Apologies:- 
Sue Beauchamp Two Bridges School  
Graham Willett  Interim Director, Education, Quality & Standards - KCC 
Chilton Saint Davington Primary 
Shaun Simmons Marsh Academy 
Simon Beamish Leigh Academies Trust 
 
Keith Abbott, Director Education, Planning and Access and Ana Rowley, Academies 
Conversion Team Manager attended for item 6. 
 
1 Apologies for absence 
  
Sally welcomed everyone, introductions were made and apologies given. 
 
2 Minutes of previous meeting, 19 April 2017 

 
Sally re-sent the letter to Justine Greening and some national papers.  A response was 
received to say responses from Headteachers had been passed onto the consultation 
team who are considering all responses.  Area Board Chairs also sent the letter to their 
local MPs, but responses have been delayed due to Purdah. 
 
Patrick confirmed 40 schools had unspent KAH funds sitting in their budgets.  This should 
be treated with caution as schools may already have allocated it.  However, if they have 
not it could be clawed back.   Patrick will ask Simon Pleace send a list to Area Board 
Chairs to follow-up with the schools in their areas. 
 

ACTION: List of schools holding unspent KAH funds to be sent to Area Board 
Chairs – Patrick 
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ACTION: Follow up schools holding unspent KAH funds and claw back if 
appropriate – Area Board Chairs 

 
Alec gave an update from the recent meeting held with area communication leads.  The 
KAH conference will be an opportunity to communicate where KAH sits alongside the new 
Education Services Company and its role.  The KAH website is currently being built and 
content needs to be agreed.  It was suggested a case study be requested at the end of a 
project as a condition of future KAH agreed funding.  Photography will be an important 
aspect and this could be a project offered to a student.  Video is a very powerful tool for 
communication and will continue to be used.  The communication leads will take on 
responsibility of spreading the word, through networks they are members of, about KAH 
and its role. 
 
Amendments to the KLE protocol were shared at the KLE conference on 20 June 2017.  
 
The minutes were agreed as an accurate record. 
 
3 Future structure of Kent Children’s Services and Education  

 
i Update on developments – Patrick Leeson 
 
Interviews have been held for the new Corporate Director, however no announcement 
about the appointment has been made yet.  There has been an Ofsted inspection of KCC 
Children’s Services which received an overall judgement of Good.  Areas requiring more 
work are help and protection services for children in need and child protection.   
 
Good progress is being made with setting up the Education Services Company.  A CEO is 
being recruited.  Graham Willet is the interim CEO and Richard Hallett has been appointed 
as Director of Organisation and Business Development.  The Director of Finance is being 
recruited.  KAH will be involved with all recruitment processes. 
 
The Company Board will be set up once non-executive directors have been appointed by 
Members.  Nominations are Primary Sue Nicholson, Special Neil Birch, and Secondary 
Carl Roberts.  A Business Plan is being worked on.  A Stakeholder and Commissioning 
Board will be set up and chaired by Roger Gough, the CYPE Cabinet Member.  The KAH 
Executive Committee Chair and Area Board Chairs will sit on this board.  There will also 
be representatives from KSENT, Kent Governors Association, FE Colleges, Early Years 
settings and employers.   
 
ii Relationship matrix for KCC, KAH, KMTSN  
 
Sally produced a diagram showing how KAH fits into the new KCC Children’s Services 
and Education Services Company structure.  KAH will link with KMTSN and strengthen the 
role of Teaching School reps on each Area Board.  Area Boards will become hubs of 
information, knowing school needs and what resources are available locally and ensuring 
all are working in a complementary way.   
 
4 Future strategy for support of school effectiveness 

 
i Draft paper from KCC – Patrick/Anton 
 
No draft paper was available for the meeting but Anton and Patrick spoke to this item.  
The Primary model for school improvement in Kent has been very successful with schools 
working very proactively with KAH brokering school to school support packages locally, 
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and this model will continue.  It is proposed joining up work of Secondary school 
improvement with Sue Dunn’s 14-19 Skills and Employability team.  A group of schools 
are working to develop curriculum pathways and relationships with FE colleges.  Patrick 
will send a paper out shortly.  There will be four Area coordinating roles to cover this work 
and broker provision 11-19.  A pool of resources will be used, to include KLEs, SLEs and 
current and retired HT colleagues to undertake some of this work.  Some work will be 
commissioned by the Education Services Company as the responsibility remains with 
KCC.   
 
It was agreed the Leadership Strategy working group would be a model to follow to 
establish a School Effectiveness Strategy working group to provide coherence. 
 

ACTION: Future strategy for support of school effectiveness paper to be sent out 
shortly – Patrick  

 
5 Funding of KAH 2017/18 
 
Patrick will take a proposal to the next Schools Funding Forum requesting £200k.  If this 
amount is agreed it will need to be used as a central pot to support initiatives that 
contribute to school improvement and raise standards.  There will also be access to 
human resources within the Education Services Company, doing core school 
improvement work paid by KCC budget and linked with KAH as part of what is being 
commissioned.  This is an opportunity for KAH to become broker and commissioner of 
services to support school improvement in Kent, however the LA will still pay for certain 
aspects of school improvement.  Patrick agreed to report on the funding available 
following the SFF meeting.   

 
ACTION: Report on funding available following SFF – Patrick 

 
6 Influencing decisions on Free Schools – Keith Abbott, Ana Rowley 
 
KAH would like more influence in the decision making process on where free schools are 
placed and sponsors that are used.  There is also a role for KAH to support and 
encourage schools, small federated arrangements and MATs to become sponsors.    
 
Following discussion it was agreed Sally would write to RSC asking if a representative of 
KAH could sit on the RSC’s Headteacher Board.  Keith Abbot agreed KAH Area Board 
Chairs would input into the process when sponsors were being considered as they have 
valuable local knowledge.   
 
ACTION: Letter to be sent to RSC asking for a KAH rep to sit on RSC’s Headteacher 

Board – Sally 
 

 
7 Reports / Key Updates 
 
KAH conference numbers are low and board members were asked to encourage 
colleagues to register.   
 
i Reports from Chairs 
 
North – Garry Ratcliffe – a bid subgroup meets with the AEO and SIA to look at new bids 
and reviews.  It has been more challenging and asked for money back if unspent.  A 
discussion took place about the high number of Secondary exclusions.  A strength this 
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year is Primary SIAs sharing good practice between areas.  The North Primary SIA 
submitted a bid for Ofsted readiness and based on very positive outcomes the West Board 
have done the same.   

 
West – Emma Hickling – most of the funding has now been allocated.  KAH West Area 
Board supported the cost of the KAH website. A large amount of funding was committed to 
Ofsted readiness visits and when the impact of this was seen another round was funded.  
More projects were funded than individual collaborative bids. 
 
South – David Metcalfe – all funding has been allocated.  The option of a central pot of 
money was discussed to fund bids submitted through the course of the year.  The 
proposed company structure was discussed, along with the recent meeting with Paul 
Carter.  The communications lead and reps from each district meet with the SIA and David 
to prepare for Primary Headteacher breakfast meetings so Headteachers have a 
consistent message of what the KAH agenda is.   
 
East – Alan Brookes – all funding has been allocated.  Large amounts of money have 
been allocated to support school improvement based on the local knowledge of the 
Primary SIA.  Alan met with Kent Teach to discuss recruitment and ways this could be 
improved.  A Thanet Headteacher will be invited to the next meeting to talk about a 
common approach to out of county children in care.    
 
ii Report on Kent and Medway Teaching Schools Network – Paul Danielsen 
 
KMTSN has been working with David Cobb on recruitment.  He is attending a meeting on 
5 July where he will demonstrate the teacher recruitment App.  There has been a major 
change in the way funding is allocated.  The National College are looking for larger bids, 
sustained over a period of time, focusing on priorities across all phases.   
 
iii Annual report from LLSE on implementation of Leadership Strategy – Kate Wilson 
 
A report was tabled giving a summary of the activity and impact of the leadership strategy 
delivered by LLSE.  The leadership strategy priorities were integrated into the KAH Action 
Plan to allow KAH to evaluate this work. 

 
 

8 KAH Action Plans  
 
i Update on plan for 2016/17 
 
This was part of the summary paper sent out with the agenda.   
 
ii Priorities for 2017/18 
 
Strands have been identified and taken forward to the first draft of the 2017-18 action plan.  
Sally thanked Tony and Kate for their work on the action plans. 
 
iii Draft plan for 2017/18 
 
A draft Action Plan for 2017/18 was tabled and discussed.  This will be a joint KAH and 
KMTSN action plan.  Following discussions suggestions were made for additional strands 
to be included:- 
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 KAH to help schools build capacity on a range of issues, including school 
improvement, inclusion, SEN and high needs 

 

 Support small schools to be more sustainable   
 

 KAH working more with the Education Services Company and Stakeholder 
Commissioning Board to be part of strategic alignment in Kent. 

 

 Recruitment and retention – link to David Cobb teacher App, work of Kent Teach 
and Teaching Schools with teacher training and CPD development of leaders.  
Develop better apprentiships pathways into teaching. 

 
A second draft will be completed and circulated for comment. 
 

ACTION: Second draft Action Plan 2017-18 to be completed and circulated – 
Sally/Tony 

 
 
9 AOB 
 
Kent Primary Forum – this has now been disbanded.  Following discussion it was agreed 
KPF members who wished to do so could transition onto their relevant KAH Area Boards. 
 
Pam Jones is retiring in the summer and Neil Birch has been appointed as interim 
professional KSENT lead and will be attending future KAH Executive Committee 
meetings.   
 
Sally extended a massive debt of gratitude to Pam for her unfailing dedication and 
commitment to KAH over many years and presented her with a card and large bouquet of 
flowers.   
 
Date and venue of next meeting:- Wednesday 27 September 2017, 2pm-4pm at The 
Malling School 
 

 
 

 


